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Nonstoichiometry and Defect Equilibrium in stannic oxide

H. Koi-numa , J. shimoyama , J . Mi zusaki* , !t. Kawasaki , and K. Fueki
Department of Industrial Chemistry, The University of TokyoHongo, bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan*Institute of Environmental Science and TechnologyryokohamaNational University ryokohama 240, Japan

Stannic oxide has long been noted to show good conductivityand its thin films are widely used for such purposes astransparent e l-ectrodes and sensors.Despite the g"tteril Iy acceptednotion that the oxygen vacancy is primarily responsible for thecarrier formation in stannic oxide, the oxygen -def iciency, j-.e.
the nonstoichiometry of stannic oxide has not been guantitativelyanalyzed yet.The present paper describes the first success ofdefinite determination of nonstoichiometry and provides anevidence supporting the direct corre lation between carrierconcentration and defect equilibrium.

The experimental setup for the measurement ofnonstoichiometry is schematically represented in Fig.1. Thesample was prepared from 5N SnO2 powder which was pressea into acylindrical rod and sintered at-1200 "C for three hours. The size
?lq ry"_ight of the rod measured in air at room temperature were
1 0a x1 5mm and 5.45g, respective[y. The weight measurment wascarried out by using an electro-microbalance (Shimadzu TG-31 H)placed in an atmosphere of circulatlng argon-oxygen mixed gas inwhich the :^"y-g^"_q par-tical p;essure was varied in the rangebetween 1.32x10-r and 1x10-a atm.The sensitivity of weigfitmeasurment was tuned up to be as high as 2.5pg bt controll.gthe pressure of argon so that the buoyancy e?tect cou Id beequatlized when the oxygen partial pressure was changed. Thiscompensation of buoyancy ef f ect as we 1 I as the use of ie lati,velyheavy sample made it possible to detect such smalI weight changesof stannic oxide as shown in FLg.2.

The observed dependences of nonstoichiometory or deviationf rom the stoichiomet:ric 1:2 ratio in stannic oiiae on oxygenpartial pressure and on temperature are reversible under thecondition of- Fig.2' indicating that the defect equilibrium israpidly reached. At temperatures higher than 1200'C, the ""ightchange turned out to be irreversibfe due apparently to theevaporation of stannic oxide. The weight increaJe observldat temperatures of 950'C and below and at relatively high oxygenpartial pressures should be ascribed to the oxygen iasoipLion onthe sample.
Figure 3 shows the log- Iog plots of nonstoichiometry vs.oxygen partia I . pressure Poz, the s Iopes of whicir areapproximately -1 /6. This resuf€ can be interpreted by assumingthe fol lowing pseude chemical eguation ( 1 ):
nur lT-K '-= ,r" I:Vij + l/2OZ + 2e, (1)

where K is the egilibrium consLant represented by ee.(21, tVgJ=6is the concentration of oxygen vacancy, and Ie-t]=n is carrr-erconcentration.



K=[v6]rr2Poz1/2 (21

According to the neutralization, eg.( 3) hoIds,

n=26 qPoz-1 16 (3)

Samson and Fonstad measured the conduclivity of stannic
oxide crystals as a function of Pne( 1 -t O-zatm) at elevated
temperatures and concluded from ttra observed, preportional
relationship between the conductivity and Pnr- | / o'f, that the
conductivity was originated f romn Fhe nat,ive "f,oubly ionizable
oxygen vacancy V;; in stannie oxide' ,.

Thus, the p-resent result strongly supports the direct
correlation between the conductivity and defect in stannic oxide.
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1 . Elect-ro-microbalance
2. Electric furnace
3. Sample
4. Circle PumP
5. Gas reservoir
5. Ivlanometer
7 . NazCOr
8. Mg ( ClO,+ ) z
9. Activated copper
10. Thermocouple
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Fig.l Apparatus of ttrermogravimetric analysis and gas mixing
used for the nonstoichimretry measurement of S"%-O
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F:.g.2 Dependences of nonstoichionetry
in stannic oxide on temperature and
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